Book Launch
A Singapore Love Story
Come join us on 7 Feb as we celebrate the month of love with the launch of A Singapore Love Story.
A Singapore Love Story is a contemporary novel set in Singapore, with the theme portraying the fact
that we cannot change reality, but can only change our expectations. The novel depicts the difficulty for
two people from different backgrounds to stay together, implicitly posing the question of whether
romantic love is required in a marriage. Readers will experience a journey that is somewhat familiar,
with the characters justifying their actions due to decisions made by emotions.
Take part in a contest to win Low Kay Hwa’s books! Click HERE for contest info.

Author
Low Kay Hwa, has published ten novels. He began writing when he was
seven, and sent his manuscripts to publishers when he was thirteen but got
rejected. In 2004, he uploaded his writings online and garnered readership
from there. Kay Hwa then started his publishing company, Goody Books Pte
Ltd. His novels have been in several bookstores’ bestsellers lists and in The
Sunday Times bestsellers list. His ninth novel, For That Day, was a nominee
for POPULAR Readers’ Choice Awards 2011. Despite being a mild dyslexic,
he overcame his language barrier through his passion for writing. He is
currently pursuing a B.A. in English and Literature.

7 Feb 2012
7.00pm – 8.30pm
Earshot Café,
The Arts House

Jace Wang Jing Lin, plays a vital role in Low Kay Hwa's route to being a fulltime novelist. In 2007, when Kay Hwa was required to serve his mandatory
two-year national service, Jace, despite having to study full-time and give up
several opportunities, offered to run Kay Hwa's publishing firm Goody Books
so that he could concentrate on his national service commitment and his
writing. To date, Jace is one of the key persons who have contributed
significantly to Kay Hwa's career. Graduated from NUS, she is currently an
executive consultant.

Admission is FREE.
All are welcome!

Guest Speaker

Please click HERE
to register.

Facilitator
Sunita Lad Bhamray is an educator by profession and a writer at heart. Her
first novel Triumphs on the Turf which is about horse racing, a profession to
which her family belongs to, has received rave reviews. Her association with
young children at work has encouraged her to write for them and currently she
is involved in a few projects which are stories for preschoolers. When she is
not busy writing and teaching Sunita finds time for travelling and enjoys
meeting people and observing diverse cultures.
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